




RIGGING INSTRUCTIONS FOR BR/2 “STAR” RACING YACHTS.

(1)  Stand the mast in the circular base-plate on the deck and attach the
two side guys. It is essential that the tension in these guys be so adjusted
that the mainmast is absolutely square to the deck when-viewed from either the
bow or the stern.

(2)  Insert the bowsprit into the brass clip on the bow and pass the brass pin
through the two holes provided in the clip in order to fix the bowsprit in posi-
tion.

(3)  Connect the hook on the main sheet to the screw-eye on the stern of
the boat.

(4)  Connect the hook on the jib sail to the brass ring on the sheet-horse
in front of the mast.

We enclose a leaflet giving brief hints on sailing techniques which
we hope will help you to obtain full enjoyment from your “Star”
Model Yacht.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS.

(1) SHEET          - Cord or line used to adjust the sail.

(2) SHEET-HORSE    - Brass rod traversing the deck.

(3) BOWSPRIT       - Spar protruding beyond the bow

RIGGING INSTRUCTIONS FOR SB/5 “STAR” RACING YACHT.

(1)    Assemble the mainmast ensuring that the small screw in the upper

part locates into the “V” at the top of the brass tube.

(2)    Stand the mast in the circular base plate on the deck and attach

the backstay, forestay and one pair of shrouds to each side of

the deck.

(Note: The forestay is connected to the FRONT screw-eye at the bow.)

It is essential that the tension in these cords be so adjusted

that the mainmast is absolutely vertical.

(3)    Connect the hook at the front of the jib to the 2nd screw-eye

from the bow, and the back hook on the jib to the brass ring on

the sheet-horse.

(4)    Connect the hook at the and of the main sheet to the tiller-bar

(with three holes) for automatic steering, or to the stern

sheet-horse for manual control.

(5)    It is essential that the mainmast be vertical and the jib-sail

be hoisted so that the jib swings clear of the deck.

(6)    The tension in the auto-steering system may be varied by selecting

different holes in the tiller-bar and/or adjusting the bowsis

(white plastic fitment with 2 holes.)



We also enclose our leaflet giving brief hints on sailing

techniques which we hope will help you to obtain full enjoyment

from your “Star” Model Yacht.

(on a squally day it may be advisable to attach the adjustable hook

which is fastened to the end of the boom nearest the mast, to the large screw-eye holding

the shroud - this will prevent the yacht switching tack.)

GLOSSARY OF TERMS:

(1)   SHEET        - Cord or line used to adjust the sail.

(2)   SHEET-HORSE  - Brass rod traversing the deck.

(3)   BOWSPRIT     - Spar protruding beyond the bow.

(4)   BACKSTAY     - Cord running. from top of mast to stern.

(5)   FORESTAY     - Cord running from top of mast to bow.

(6)   SHROUD       - Cord running from upper part of mast to side of Yacht,
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RIGGING INSTRUCTIONS FOR BR/3 AND BR/4 �STAR� RACING YACHTS.

(1)    Stand the mast in the circular base-plate on the dock and attach the two side guys. It is essential
that the tension in these guys be so adjusted that the mainmast is absolutely square to the deck
when viewed from either the bow or the stern.

(2)    Connect the hook on the main sheet to the brass ring an the stern sheet-horse.

(3)    Lower the jib sail so that the bowsprit may be passed easily through the two saddle bands on the
deck.

(4)    Connect the hook an the front guy to the screw-eye at the front end of the bowsprit and adjust the
tension in the guy until the mainmast is square to the deck when viewed from the side. The mast
should now be absolutely vertical.

(5)    Hoist the jib sail until the luff is firm but not stretched.

(6)    Connect the hook on the stay sheet to the  brass ring on the sheet-horse in front of the mast.

We enclose our leaflet giving brief hints on sailing techniques which we hope will help you to
obtain full enjoyment from your �Star� Model Yacht.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS:

(1)   SIIEET        - Cord or line used to adjust the sail.

(2)   SHEET-HORSE  - Brass rod traversing. the deck.

(3)   BOWSPRIT      - Spar protruding beyond the bow.
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